## stAK50h™ Unsealed Connector System

### Multi-bay Headers
- Up to 192 contacts
- LV214 - Severity 1 with a maximum operating temperature of 105°C

### Infotainment Header
- 56 contacts
- Right Angle, Vertical

### Single Bay Headers
- USCAR-2 Class II for -40°C to +85°C
- 2.90mm contacts = 36, 0.5A
- 2.90mm contacts = 120A, 120A, 0.50mm contacts = 4.0A

### Operating Temp.
- 12, 25, 27, 28, 32

### Terminal Sizes
- 12, 25, 27, 28, 32

### Current Rating
- 0.5A

### Orientation
- Vertical

### Circuit Size
- 56 contacts
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